Abstract-This paper presents an enhanced dynamic causal digraph reasoning method for fault diagnosis and its application to a three-layer board machine. The presented method allows to identify the possible faulty process component for the process type of fault. The application of the proposed method to the three-layer board machine is presented at the end of the paper. The results show that the proposed method is able to locate the origin of the fault on a process component level.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fault diagnosis system, which detects and locates the faults, is demanded by industries concerning quality, efficiency, environment and safety imposed by the increasing competition and complexity in the process industries. By providing the supportive information for the operators or recovering the process automatically, the fault diagnosis keeps the complex process running efficiently and safely. This brings enormous economic benefits to the industries.
Research in the field of fault diagnosis has been very active since the 70's and numerous methods have been developed to tackle the diagnosis problems. Of all fault diagnosis methods, the causal digraph model based methods have attracted considerable attention since they were first developed by Iri et al. [1] . As a modeling method, the causal model is able to describe the system behavior in terms of the cause-effect relationships between the entities of a system [2] , which is represented by a directed graph. The causal models can be used for many different purposes, such as simulation [3] and fault diagnosis [4] .
Since Iri et al. introduced the Signed Directed Graph (SDG), the simplest causal digraph method, into the field of process fault diagnosis, it has made remarkable progress. In order to alleviate the problem with spurious results, fuzzy logic was used by Shih and Lee [6] , [7] to represent both the variables and the relations in the causal digraph. Another big improvement of the causal digraph was the introduction of temporal information by Leyval et al. [3] . Recently more quantitative models, such as difference-algebraic equations [4] have been used in causal digraph, with which the inverse inference mechanism was developed. This mechanism simplifies the fault location step by using consistency tests for the local model and tracking the fault origin nodes in the causal digraph [4] . In the latest development, the enhanced dynamic causal digraph method, the inter-arc relationships were introduced into the causal models by the knowledge matrix, which enables the development of the inference Authors are with Faculty of Chemistry and Materials Sciences, Department of Biotechnology and Chemical Technology, Helsinki University of Technology, 02015 TKK, Finland. hui.cheng@tkk.fi mechanism between the arcs. This inference mechanism is able to locate the process fault on the arcs, which in turn identifies the possible faulty process components. [5] In this paper, the applicability of the enhanced dynamic causal digraph method is evaluated on a board machine simulator before the industrial implementation. The procedure and the results are present respectively.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the enhanced dynamic causal reasoning method is introduced. In Section III the stock preparation and short circulation process of the board machine, the simulation environment and the test procedure are introduced. Four different fault scenarios and the fault diagnosis results are given in Section IV followed by the conclusion in Section V.
II. ENHANCED DYNAMIC CAUSAL DIGRAPH
The enhanced dynamic causal digraph presented by Cheng et al. in [5] performs the fault diagnosis in four steps: 1) Generate the global (GR) and local residuals (LR) 2) Detect a possible abnormality in the residual signals using the CUSUM method 3) For the variables in the detection set, locate the primary fault and identify its nature by means of the fault isolation and nature rules 4) In case of a process fault, an additional inference step between arcs is performed in order to locate the fault on the responsible arc(s)
A. Residual generation with the causal digraph model
The residual generation technique of this method is similar with the traditional dynamic causal digraph method in [4] . The basic idea is to generate the global residuals with the global simulation for the detection purpose, while the local residuals are produced with measurements as the inputs in the local simulations for the purpose of fault location. The residual generation technique has the benefit for being able to apply with various types of models, e.g. linear and nonlinear.
B. Residual evaluation with the CUSUM method
The CUSUM method is used to evaluate the generated residual signals with respect to its insensitivity to the noise and outliers in the measurements. Moreover, the CUSUM method is able to detect both positive and negative jumps in the mean of the residual signal. In the faultless case, the residuals are assumed to be zero mean random signals, and in the case of a fault the mean value of the residual signal is changing in either a positive or a negative direction.
The CUSUM algorithm [8] for positive mean jumps is given by the following equations:
where β is a user specified minimum detectable jump, δ(k) is the residual signals, and μ 0 is the mean value of the nominal signal. Whenever (k) − (k) min >λ ,a jump has been detected. λ provides robustness to the fault detection however it delays the detection too. The algorithm for the detection of negative mean jumps can be obtained by modifying (II-B) . In the rest of the paper, the result of the CUSUM calculation will be denoted as a function: CU().
C. Fault isolation with rule-based reasoning
Fault isolation is performed recursively for the nodes in the detection set by using a set of rules developed in [4] . They are converted into a table as shown in Table I . After the fault isolation, the nature of the fault is identified by testing how the faults propagate to their children nodes. If the fault propagates through the digraph globally, it is identified as a process fault; otherwise it is defined as a local measurement fault. The respective rules are given in Table II .
D. Locating the process fault on the arcs
In the case of a process fault, its location on the arcs is also desirable. However, the MISO structure of the digraph causes problems by generating spurious results. In order to decrease the number of spurious results, a new inference mechanism between the arcs is proposed for evaluating the sets of suspected arcs. The idea behind that is to test the consistency between the sets of suspected arcs formed from fault origins and the knowledge of the output arcs from the same node. The knowledge matrix of the whole digraph is formed by the knowledge matrices of each node which has output arcs. The matrix M U for a node U is formed as in
The dimension of the matrix M U is n × n,i fn is the number of the output arcs of the node U . The knowledge matrix M for the digraph model is obtained by merging the knowledge matrices of every individual node in the digraph model, given as M = blockdiag(M 1 , M 2 ,...,M l ), where l denotes the number of nodes that have output arcs in the digraph model. The knowledge matrix M has the dimension N a ×N a , where N a is the number of arcs in the digraph, and each row or column represents one arc in the digraph. Further indication for the matrix M is needed, if the knowledge between arcs, which have no common parent node, exists.
The consistency test between the sets of suspected arcs and the knowledge matrix M is performed by matrix manipulation. First, one row vector sv with a length N a is formed for one specific set of suspected arcs as in
where ARC(M,i) gives the arc corresponding to the ith row of the matrix M. The set S is considered as a possible result only when the number of nonzero entries in the obtained row vector does not change when compared to the row vector sv
where NUM() gives the number of nonzero entries in the matrix.
III. APPLICATION OF THE ENHANCED DYNAMIC CAUSAL DIGRAPH METHOD ON A THREE-LAYER BOARD MACHINE
The dynamic causal digraph method is illustrated with a case study concerning a board machine process. The method is tested in a simulator environment using an advanced threelayer board machine model implemented in the APROS simulation software.
A. Process Description
Process comprises the stock preparation and the wet-end of the board machine. It consists of two stock preparation parts and three short circulations. The study focuses on the short circulation for the layer 2.
Stock preparation begins from the storage chests of different stock components. In this case, there are three different components used to board making: pine pulp, chemithermomechanical pulp (CTMP) and broke. Each component is pumped to the blend chest, while their consistency is controlled with dilution water. In the blend chest the components are mixed and the total consistency is controlled. The blended stock goes next through the machine chest in order to smoothen the quality variations.
Short circulation is a crucial part of the board making process, with several important functions. First, its task is to dilute the stock for web forming on the wire section. The water used for dilution is drained from the wire section and circulated back to the wire pit. The second important task is to remove impurities and fiber flocs in the hydrocyclone cleaning plant and in the machine screen, respectively. There are also some additive chemicals mixed into the stock.
Short circulation starts from the machine chest. The stock is diluted with the water from the wire pit. Then, the stock is cleaned with the hydrocyclones. From the cleaning, the stock is going through the machine screen, where the fiber flocs and bundles are screened away. Then, the stock is pumped to the headbox which is used to spread the stock as uniformly as possible on the wire.
The excess water starts to drain through the wire and it is returned back to the wire pit. The board web, which is formed on the wire, is next going through the pressing section, where the water removal continues in press nips. The cylinders of the press section are used to squeeze the water out of the web. 
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B. Test Environment
The board machine model was implemented in the APROS Paper simulation environment. The APROS simulation software has been developed by the Technical Research Center of Finland (VTT). It provides libraries with ready-made, validated model components for simulation model construction. There are models of different process equipment and automation components.
The simulator model, which was used in this study, represents a board machine of Stora Enso Oyj. It has been developed in co-operation of VTT and Stora Enso Oyj. Previously it has been used for simulation and optimization of grade changes [9] . The studied board machine model comprises the whole board making process from the grinding of the stock to the end of the drying section.
C. Fault Scenarios
Hydrocyclones are part of the stock cleaning in the approach flow system. They are used to remove unwanted particles and impurities such as shives, pieces of bark and sand.
The operating principle of the hydrocyclones is centrifugal cleaning. Particles that have different density or shape compared to the wood fibers are removed from the reject outlet. Therefore, the reject outlet is vulnerable to plugging. Shives, pieces of bark or some pitch particles in the feedstock can get stuck in the reject outlet of the hydrocyclone and plug it later.
The phenomena of the hydrocyclone plugging are twofold. Firstly, the pressure loss between the inlet of the hydrocyclone and the reject outlet increases due to the plug, which in turn results in the decrease of the reject mass flow and the increase of the accept mass flow. Secondly, the fiber or solid content accept ratio increases due to the plug, which
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affects the quality variable of the board, dry basis weight. The hydrocyclone plug fault was simulated in the APROS by changing the reject outlet parameter 'pressure loss coefficient' from 7 to 9 and the accept ratio for fiber from 0.85 to 0.87 respectively. The total simulation time was 39600 seconds (11 hours) with 10 second as a sampling time. The first five hours are for the grade 1, while the last 6 hours are for the grade 2. The fault was introduced during the time period 3600-10800 s and the time period 25200-32400 s respectively for the two different operation points.
D. Testing Procedure
This application on the board machine was carried out in two steps. First the causal digraph model for the studied processes was constructed. The structure of the digraph model was derived from the flowsheet. One example for the short circulation of the layer 2 is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where the variables in the digraph are listed in Table III . Next, the board machine model in the APROS was run with the control loops closed, in order to collect the fault free data for the identification of the models between the variables in the causal digraph. As an example, during the simulation of the short circulation of the layer 2, the setpoints of dry basis weight, thick stock consistency, jet wire speed ratio and the slice opening of the headbox are adjusted in two different grade situations. Different types of models were selected for the variables in Fig. 1 . Linear or nonlinear static regression was used for the variables scflow2, headflow22, etc. , while the first-principle dynamic model was used for the variables wpcon2, drybw2, etc. Consistency in machine chest Sensor % Secondly, the different fault scenarios were simulated in the board machine model individually. The enhanced causal digraph method was then applied to detect and identify the faults with the constructed digraph model and the collected faulty data.
IV. RESULTS OF THE FAULT DIAGNOSIS
The enhanced causal digraph method was applied to the four fault scenarios. For the sake of the simplicity, only the fault diagnosis results for the hydrocyclone plugging is presented.
With the collected faulty data, the global simulation of the digraph model was performed first. The simulation values and the measurements for the variables acceptcon2, headcon2, wpcon2, drybw2 and headflow22 are shown in Fig. 2 , while the detection results of the global residuals are also presented. Thus the detection set were formed by these five variables, for which local simulations were required. The local residuals for the five detected variables were then generated for the diagnosis purposes as shown in Fig.  3 . With the rules in Table I , the total local residuals of the variables acceptcon2, headcon2 and headflow22 implied that they were the fault origins, while the variables wpcon2 and drybw2 were only affected by the fault, as inferred from their local residuals in Fig. 3 . Finally, the fault propagation path is formed as shown in Fig. 4 , where all the detected variables have been processed. Furthermore, the fault was identified as a process fault by the fault nature rules in Table II because the fault propagated globally through the digraph. Thus, in order to find the responsible process component, the faulty arcs were desired. However, spurious results were produced due to the multiple fault origins and multiple input arcs for each fault origin. In Fig. 4 the input arcs for the fault origin nodes acceptcon2, headcon2 and headflow22 are {<sc-con2, acceptcon2>, <scflow2, acceptcon2>, <headflow22, acceptcon2>, <wpcon2, acceptcon2>}; {<acceptcon2, headcon2>, <headflow22, headcon2>, <wpcon2, headcon2>}; and {<headspeed2, headflow22>, <sliceopen2, headflow22>} Conference 2009 • Budapest, Hungary, August 23-26, 2009 TuC6.6 respectively. Thus the number of sets of suspected arcs is
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, which are {<head-speed2, headflow22>, <sccon2, acceptcon2>, <acceptcon2, headcon2>}, {<headspeed2, headflow22>, <scflow2, acceptcon2>, <headflow22, headcon2>} ...
In order to perform the inference between arcs, knowledge about the relationship between the output arcs was introduced into the digraph model. The knowledge matrix M for the digraph is formed by the knowledge matrix of each node that has output arcs as in 
The knowledge included in the matrix M is based on the process knowledge from the board machine. The sub matrix M headf low22 represents the relationship between the arcs <headflow22, scflow2>, <headflow22, acceptcon2>, <head-flow22, headcon2> and <headflow22, drybw2>. This sub matrix is obtained from the knowledge of the pipe network between the machine chest and the headbox. Firstly, the arcs <headflow22, acceptcon2> and <headflow22, headcon2> are not always faulty when the arc <headflow22, scflow2>i s faulty, e.g. the blockage of the pipe between basis weight pump and the hydrocyclone. In the opposite situation, a fault on the arc <headflow22, acceptcon2>o r< headflow22, headcon2> will change the pressure of the outlet of the basis weight pump, which always cause the fault on the arc <headflow22, scflow2>. However, the change of the pressure is usually too small to generate any obvious residuals on the variable scflow2. Similarly, the arcs <headflow22, acceptcon2> and <headflow22, headcon2> always affect each
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other, e.g. the faults on the pipe from wire pit to headbox feed pump or the pipe to the hydrocyclone. The sub matrix M headcon2 is obtained from the knowledge of the fiber material balance. When bigger or smaller portion of the fiber in the headbox is transported to the final products, the portion of fiber goes to wire pit changes accordingly.
After the merging of the sub matrix for each node with output arcs, further modification are needed for the matrix M considering the relationship between arcs which do not share the same parent node.
• The inconsistency of the arcs <sclfow2, acceptcon2>, <sccon2, acceptcon2>, <wpcon2, acceptcon2> always results in the inconsistency of the arc <headflow22, acceptcon2> but not vice versa, because the change of the hydrocyclone fiber accept ratio will lead to the change of the pipe network between the hyrdrocyclone and headbox pump, but not vice versa.
• The inconsistency of the arcs <acceptcon2, headcon2>, <wpcon2, headcon2> always results in the inconsistency of the arcs <headspeed2, headflow22> and <sliceopen2, headflow22>, but not vice versa, because the change of the machine screen fiber accept ratio always results in the change of the pipe network between the headbox feed pump and the headbox, but not vice versa.
• The change of the pipe network leading to the inconsistency of the arcs <headflow22, acceptcon2> and <headflow22, headcon2>, results in the change of the pipe network between the headbox feed pump and the headbox, which leads to the inconsistency of the arcs <headspeed2, headflow22> and <sliceopen2, headflow22>, but not vice versa. Therefore, the knowledge matrix M is modified correspondingly. With the obtained knowledge matrix M, the 315 sets of suspected arcs were tested with (4). The set of suspected arcs {<headspeed2, headflow22>, <scflow2, acceptcon2>, <acceptcon2, headcon2>} is considered as an example. The sv for this set is [10001100000000] and the test with (4) is performed as follows
Thus this set cannot be a possible result. The set {<head-speed2, headflow22>, <sliceopen2, headflow22>, <scflow2, acceptcon2>, <sccon2, acceptcon2>, <wpcon2, acceptcon2>, <headflow22, acceptcon2>, <headflow22, headcon2>} is considered as another example. The sv for this set is Thus this set is accepted as a possible result. After the test of all the sets of suspected arcs, only five were left as possible results. The number of possible results decreased from 315 to 5 by using the inference mechanism between arcs. The fault diagnosis results, i.e. the five sets of suspected arcs, provide valuable information in identifying the faulty process component in the case of a process fault. For example, the arc set in (7) implies that the faulty process component is the hyrdrocyclone, because the plug fault changed the pipe network represented by the arcs <headflow22, acceptcon2>, <headflow22, headcon2>, <headspeed2, headflow22> and <sliceopen2, headflow22>, and the fiber accept ratio, represented by the arcs <scflow2, acceptcon2>, <sccon2, acceptcon2> and <wpcon2, acceptcon2>, at the same time.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper the enhanced causal digraph based fault diagnosis method was applied on a three-layer board machine, implemented in the APROS simulator. Four different fault scenarios were simulated and analyzed. The diagnosis results of the hydrocyclone plug was shown as the example. With the inference mechanism between arcs, the number of the possible fault results decreased significantly and the process fault was located on the arcs, which helps to identify the faulty process component, i.e. the hydrocyclone. The promising results show a good potential for the industrial implementation in future.
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